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Abstract 
Magnetic skyrmions are topologically non-trivial spin structure, and their existence in 
ferromagnetically coupled multilayers has been reported with disordered arrangement. In these 
multilayers, the heavy metal spacing layers provide an interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction 
(DMI) for stabilizing skyrmions at the expense of interlayer exchanging coupling (IEC). To meet the 
functional requirement of ordered/designable arrangement, in this work, we proposed and 
experimentally demonstrated a scenario of skyrmion nucleation using nanostructured synthetic 
antiferromagnetic (SAF) multilayers. Instead of relying on DMI, the antiferromagnetic IEC in the 
SAF multilayers fulfills the role of nucleation and stabilization of skyrmions. The IEC induced 
skyrmions were identified directly imaged with MFM and confirmed by magnetometry and 
magnetoresistance measurements as well as micromagnetic simulation. Furthermore, the robustness 
of the proposed skyrmion nucleation scenario was examined against temperature (from 4.5 to 300 K), 
device size (from 400 to 1200 nm), and different lattice designs. Hence, our results provide a synthetic 
skyrmion platform meeting the functional needs in magnonic and spintronic applications.  
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Introduction 
Magnetic skyrmions are topologically protected quasi-particle with non-trivial spin structure, 
which have been observed experimentally in non-centrosymmetric bulk magnetic materials[1–8] such 
as B20 compound MnSi, FeGe and PdFe. Recently, stabilization of nanoscale skyrmions at room 
temperatures (RT) were also experimentally realized in ultrathin Ir/Fe,[9] Ta/CoFeB/MgO,[10] 
Ta/CoFeB/TaO,[10] Pt/Co,[11,12] Ir/Co/Pt,[12] Pt/Co/MgO[13] and Ir/Fe/Co/Pt[14] multilayer films. In 
these multilayers, an asymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI)[15,16] appears at the 
ferromagnet/heavy-metal interface and stabilizes the random existence of skyrmion. Benefiting from 
the nanoscale size, topologically protected stability, and easy current-driven motion, magnetic 
skyrmions are highly promising as an information carrier in next-generation spintronic devices for 
data storage and logic operation. Alternatively, artificially periodic arrangements of skyrmions in 1D 
or 2D provides a novel type of ‘metamaterial’, i.e. skyrmion-based magnonic crystals (SBMCs),[17–
20] in which the magnetization can be periodically modulated by ordered skyrmion lattices. In 
comparison with lithographically patterned magnonic crystals, a strong advantage of SBMCs is that 
the propagation of spin waves inside can be dynamically manipulated by simply reconfiguring the 
property of skyrmion.[17] Furthermore, SBMCs are suitable candidates for topological matter 
investigation, such as the realization of topological magnonic insulators.[18–20] However, the 
realization of SBMCs is restricted by the random nucleation of skyrmion in magnetic multilayers 
with interfacial DMI.[10–14] One route to realize ordered skyrmion arrangement, which allows for 
high/flexible tunability and exploits artificial skyrmions, have recently been proposed and realized at 
room temperature. [21–29] These artificial skyrmions are realized by imprinting the magnetic vortex of 
the top nanodots into the underlayer film with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) without the 
requirement of DMI. Although the arrangement of skyrmion can be flexibly designed by 
nanopatterning the top nanodots, the skyrmion size cannot be adjusted as they are geometrically 
confined within the area under the top nanodots. A skyrmion platform, showing arrangement and size 
tunability simultaneously, is still missing.   
Recently, the spin texture of skyrmions in multilayers has been demonstrated to be non-identical 
for all the individual magnetic layers, and hence they cannot be effectively described as a 2D spin 
texture as shown in Figure 1a.[30,31] Considering a ferromagnet/non-magnet/ferromagnet system, the 
two magnetic layers can effectively interact via either interlayer dipolar coupling (IDC) or IEC 
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depending on the thickness of the non-magnetic spacing layer. As shown in Figure 1a, the IDC[10–14] 
and ferromagnetic IEC[28,32] stabilize hybrid skyrmions with the same topology; while the 
antiferromagnetic (AFM) IEC nucleates skyrmions of opposite topology charge. [33] 
In this work, we propose and experimentally demonstrate the nucleation of artificial skyrmions 
in nanostructured synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF) multilayer without requiring of DMI. The AFM 
IEC between the top nanodots and the film beneath gives rise to the stabilization of skyrmions. Once 
it is nucleated, the skyrmion size can be adjusted and is not limited by the geometrical confinement 
of the top nanodots. The synthetic skyrmion formation process is characterized by MFM and further 
confirmed with magnetometry and magnetoresistance measurements as well as micromagnetic 
simulations. Furthermore, the robustness of the skyrmion nucleation mechanism against temperature 
(from 4.5 to 300 K) and device size (from 400 to 1200 nm) are also examined. The demonstrated 
synthetic skyrmion system provides a readily designable platform for prospective materials based on 
ordered skyrmion arrangement. 
 
Results  
Figure 1b shows the cross-sections of skyrmion spin textures along the radial directions in 
nanostructured SAF multilayers, in which the top ferromagnetic (FM) layer is patterned into 2D 
arrays of circular dots sand the bottom FM layer is a continuous film. Considering the FM IEC, an 
skyrmion-like spin texture can be formed across both the top dot and bottom film as reported 
previously.[28,34–36] Our SAF multilayer is non-compensated and the IEC is antiferromagnetic type. 
As shown in Figure 1b, there are three possible scenarios where skyrmions can exist: 1). skyrmion 
exists in both the top dot and the bottom film but an opposite topology charge; 2). skyrmion exists 
only in the top dot; 3). skyrmion exists only in the bottom film beneath the top dot. These three types 
of skyrmions can be distinguished from their corresponding MFM images as simulated in Figure 1b.  
The used SAF multilayers are magnetron-sputtered in the non-compensated form of 
Ta(4)/Pt(4)/[Pt(0.6)/Co(0.6)]2/Ru/[Co(0.6)/Pt(0.6)]4/Ta(4) (the number in parentheses are nominal 
thickness in nm, will be indicated as [Pt/Co]2/Ru/[Co/Pt]4). By tuning the thickness of Ru spacer, the 
top [Co(0.6)/Pt(0.6)]4 layers and the bottom [Pt(0.6)/Co(0.6)]2 layers are antiferromagnetically 
coupled through the IEC. For reference, three Ta(4)/Pt(4)/[Pt(0.6)/Co(0.6)]n/Ta(4) multilayers (n = 2, 
4, and 6) and one compensated Ta(4)/Pt(4)/[Pt(0.6)/Co(0.6)]4/Ru/ [Co(0.6)/Pt(0.6)]4/Ta(4) SAF 
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multilayers were also prepared. The magnetization reversal properties of the SAF multilayer and 
reference multilayers are characterized showing multi- and single-step switching, see details in 
Supplementary Information (SI). The magnetization hysteresis (M-H) loop of the 
[Pt/Co]2/Ru/[Co/Pt]4 multilayer exhibits a typical antiferromagnetic characteristics indicating the 
presence of AFM IEC. To experimentally demonstrate the proposed skyrmion nucleation scenario 
with AFM IEC, the top [Co/Pt]4 layer was patterned into circular dots of different diameters ranging 
from 400 to 1200 nm. In such a half-etched structure, the bottom continuous [Pt/Co]2 film can be 
divided into two regions: one is the non-dot-covered region behaving as ferromagnetic films; the 
other one is the dot-covered region behaving as SAF together with the top dot. 
The room temperature magnetic force microscopy (MFM) measurement was carried out with an 
out-of-plane magnetic field varying from +12 to -12 kOe. Figure 2a shows the historical changing of 
the magnetic morphology of the nanostructured SAF multilayers at selected fields. The diameters of 
the top [Co/Pt]4 dots changes from 400 nm (first row) to 1200 nm (fifth row) with an interval of 200 
nm. Their physical properties can be found from the SEM images in SI as shown in Figure S1. It is 
observed that the magnetization changed from positively saturated state to non-saturated state to 
negatively saturated state. Interestingly, in the non-saturated state, the dot-covered region exhibits 
different magnetic morphology. Generally, the dot-covered region exhibits a brighter color and 
shrinks inward until eventually annihilated with field decreasing. For instance, at the field of -2.6 and 
-2.7 kOe, the MFM images of the dot with diameter of 600 nm exhibit a white spot at the second row 
of Figure 2a. This observation is different form the reported artificial skyrmion, whose sizes cannot 
be adjusted and limited by the geometrical size of the top dot.[21–29] 
To understand what type of skyrmion corresponding to the experimental MFM images, we 
performed micromagnetic simulations to calculate the MH loops, spin textures, and MFM images of 
nanostructured SAF multilayer with a top dot of diameter 400 nm as shown in Figure 2b. From the 
simulated M-H loop, five magnetization stages are observed with field decreasing from +6 to -6 kOe. 
By analyzing the spin textures at each magnetization stage, see insets in Figure 2b, the whole 
magnetization reversal process can be understood as: stage 1-positively saturated; stage 2-top dot 
switched by AFM IEC; stage 3-non-dot-covered region of the bottom layer switched by the reversed 
magnetic field, while dot-covered region not switched as protected by AFM IEC; stage 4-dot-covered 
region shrinks as the increasing negative field are able to gradually offset the AFM IEC protection; 
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and stage 5-negatively saturated. Therefore, a skyrmion spin texture is realized in the bottom 
continuous film at both stage 3 and stage 4. The skyrmion at stage 3 has fixed size limited by the 
geometry of the top dot; while the size of skyrmion at stage 4 can be adjusted by changing field. By 
comparing the measured and simulated MFM images, the states marked by five dashed rectangles at 
the second row of Figure 2a are one-to-one matched with the simulated stages as indicated in Figure 
2b, we can preliminarily confirmed that the experimentally observed white spots in the MFM images 
indicate the successful appearance of AFM IEC induced skyrmion. To clarify this point further, we 
did a line-cut along the dot radial direction (red dash line) of the measured and simulated MFM 
images at state 4 as shown in Figures 2c and d, respectively. The experimental MFM image was 
marked by dashed circle at the first row of Figure 2a. While for the simulated MFM image, a tip 
height of 50 nm is chosen with the best agreement with experimental MFM images. The detailed 
comparison of simulated MFM images under different tip heights can be found in SI as shown in 
Figure S2. There is a good consistency between the measured and simulated MFM images in Figures 
2c,d. Therefore, we can conclude that the observed AFM IEC skyrmion is the case that skyrmion 
exists only in the bottom film beneath the top dot, whose cross-section view and 3D view are shown 
in Figures 1b and 2e, respectively. To be noted that we also did the MFM measurement on a fully 
etched SAF multilayer sample, i.e. both the top and bottom layers are patterned into a circular dot. 
The AFM IEC skyrmion corresponded MFM images were not observed as shown in Figure S3.  
The nucleation scenario of AFM IEC skyrmion has been demonstrated by direct MFM imaging. 
We also employ two indirect methods to confirm the imaging observations: M-H loop measurement 
by a polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) technique and anomalous Hall effect (AHE) 
measurements by 4-point magneto-transport technique. The M-H and anomalous Hall resistance 
(RAHE–H) loops of nanostructured SAF multilayers at RT with a top dot diameter of 400 nm are shown 
in Figures 3a and b, respectively. For the optical measurement of M-H loops, a 2D arrangement of 
400 nm dots in a square lattice with an area of 800 nm was prepared as the inserted SEM images in 
Figure 3a. The schematic of one unit cell is also displayed with a period of 800 nm. Consistent with 
the simulated M-H loop in Figure 2b, the optically measured M-H loop also exhibits five 
magnetization stages, in which the AFM IEC skyrmion stage is highlighted. Besides measuring major 
M-H loops, we also carried out the minor M-H loop measurement, in which the field decreases from 
a positively saturated value +Hsat to a selected reversal field HR and then back to +Hsat. The selection 
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of different HR (50 Oe, -1500 Oe, and -2500 Oe) is to choose different spin texture states (stage 2, 
stage 3, and stage 4) as seen from the insets in Figure 3c. It is clearly found that the minor loops 
exhibit an irreversible magnetization process. For the condition of HR = -2500 Oe and -1500 Oe, the 
bottom layer is firstly saturated by external field through skyrmion expanding and reach the spin 
texture state at HR = 50 Oe. For HR = 50 Oe, the AFM IEC protects the top dot layer from saturating 
by the external field and resulting in a much higher saturation field +Hsat than that of the major loop. 
This irreversible magnetization process also indicates that the spin texture at stage 2 is a purely AFM 
state (top dot and bottom film are saturated in opposite directions) rather than an AFM IEC skyrmion 
state. If the spin texture at stage 2 is in the form of AFM IEC skyrmion, the minor reversal loop will 
consistent with the major loop as schematically explained in Figure S4. Figure 3b/d is the measured 
major/minor RAHE–H loop of the nanostructured SAF multilayer with a top dot of diameter 400nm at 
room temperature. The bottom [Pt/Co]2 layer was fabricated into cross Hall bar with a width of 3 μm, 
and the [Co/Pt]4 layer was patterned into a circular dot of diameter 400 nm located at the center of 
the Hall bar. The RAHE behaves in a similar manner to the optically measured magnetization. Hence, 
both the M-H loop and RAHE–H loop measurement can act as an indirect method to characterize the 
presence of AFM IEC skyrmion.  
 So far, we have mainly focused on the demonstration of creating the proposed AFM IEC 
skyrmion at room temperature and nanostructured the SAF multilayer with a top dot of diameter of 
400 nm creation. To exam the generality and robustness of the scenario, we expand the investigation 
to smaller dot-sizes and lower temperatures. Figure 4a shows the optically measured M-H loops of 
nanostructured SAF multilayers with top dots of diameters 200 nm, 300 nm, 400 nm, 600 nm and 
arranged in a square lattice. It is found that the saturation field and skyrmion existing field range 
increase slightly with dot size increasing, while the switching field of the bottom layer decreases with 
dot size increasing. To investigate the effect from the dots arrangement, we also fabricated a 
honeycomb arranged dots of 400 nm diameter. There is no difference between the M-H loops of the 
square and honeycomb lattice arranged dots. Figure 4b shows the RAHE-H loops for three top dot sizes 
(200 nm, 300 nm and 400 nm). A similar phenomenon to M-H loops is observed that the top dot size 
slightly affect the skyrmion existing field ranges. The skyrmion annihilation field or the saturation 
field decreases with dot size decreasing. Therefore, comprehensively considering the MFM 
measurement in Figure 2a, the M-H and RAHE–H loops in Figure 4, the nucleation of skyrmion is 
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robust against the dot size with a slight variation of the skyrmion existing field range.  
From the application point of view, the temperature-dependent stability is also an important 
factor, particularly for spintronic space devices. To exam the stability of skyrmion nucleation, we did 
the RAHE–H loop and MFM measurements at low temperatures ranging from 4.5 to 300 K. Figure 5a 
shows the fraction of the RAHE–H loops corresponding to the skyrmion existing field range for the top 
dot of 400 nm diameter, it is found that the skyrmion field ranges (from the starting of stage 3 to the 
annihilation of stage 4) increase to higher fields with temperature decreasing. The temperature 
dependence of the skyrmion existing fields is more clearly described in the field-temperature diagram 
as shown in Figure 5b. This phase diagram is extracted from the low-temperature MFM images at 4.5 
K, 100 K and 200 K for the top dot of 400 nm diameter as shown in Figure 5c,d,e, respectively. For 
easily understanding, we divide the diagram into three phases: reversal state (the below skyrmion size 
is equal to the physical size of the top dot), skyrmion state (the below skyrmion size is smaller than 
the physical size of the top dot) and saturation state. It is can found that the skyrmion state moves to 
higher field (also see dashed circles in Figure 5c-e) and becomes broader at a lower temperature. 
Together with the observation from the temperature-dependent RAHE–H loops, this can be understood 
from the enhancement of the AFM IEC strength of the SAF multilayers at a lower temperature as 
shown in Figure S6. 
 
Conclusion 
We experimentally demonstrated a synthetic skyrmion platform induced by the 
antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange coupling of the synthetic antiferromagnetic multilayers. The 
skyrmion nucleation scenario is robust to dimension, temperature, and   field, and can be easily 
measured with direct magnetic imaging and indirect detection by magneto-optical and electron-
transport technology. Our demonstrated IEC synthetic skyrmions greatly enrich the flexibility of 
skyrmionic devices and could also provide a platform for designing functional magnonic and 
spintronic structures based on ordered skyrmion arrangement.  
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Methods: 
Sample preparation: The [Pt(0.6)/Co(0.6)]2/Ru(0.9)/[Co(0.6)/Pt(0.6)]4 thin film were deposited on the 
thermally oxidized silicon wafer use DC magnetron sputtering technique at RT. Argon gas (~2.3 x 10-
3 Torr, 1 Torr = 1.33322 x 102 Pa) was used during the sputtering process with a background pressure 
of 2 × 10-8 Torr, and the deposition rates for Pt, Co, and Ru were 0.14, 0.21, and 0.10 Å s-1, respectively. 
In the thin film stack, the bottom stack [Pt(0.6)/Co(0.6)]2 and the top stack [Co(0.6)/Pt(0.6)]4 are 
antiferromagnetically coupled through a Ru spacer layer. For contrast, we patterned the multilayer into 
different nanodots structures by electron beam lithography (EBL) and Ar+ ion milling methods. The 
Hall bar is 40 μm long and 3 μm wide. 
 
Kerr imaging and M-H loops: Polar MOKE measurement was used to characterize the magnetic 
properties. The MagVision Kerr microscopy system operating in differential imaging mode was used 
to produce the magnetization hysteresis (both major and minor) loops. An ultrabright 525 nm light 
source allowed for data capture rates up to 60 Hz. 
 
Magnetic Force Microscopy experiments: The MFM experiments were performed using a home-
built variable temperature MFM, equipped with a 20 T superconducting magnet.[37,38] We 
incorporated a commercial piezoresistive cantilever (PRC400; Hitachi High-Tech Science 
Corporation) as the force sensor. The resonant frequency of the cantilever is about 42 kHz. The MFM 
tip has a magnetic coating consisting of 5 nm Cr, 50 nm Fe, and then 5 nm Au films. This magnetic 
coating was magnetized perpendicular to the cantilever. The magnetic coercivity and saturation fields 
are ~250 Oe and ~2000 Oe, respectively. A built-in phase-locked loop (R9 controller; RHK 
Technology) was utilized for MFM scanning control and signal processing. MFM images were 
collected in a constant height mode. First, a topographic image was obtained using contact mode, 
from which the sample surface tilting along the fast and slow scan axes could be compensated. Then 
the tip was lifted by ~100 nm to the surface and MFM images were obtained in frequency-modulation 
mode. 
 
Anomalous Hall resistance measurement: The RAHE were carried out on a Cascade Microtech probe 
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station. The Hall resistance was determined by measuring the voltage between the Hall bar using a 
multimeter (Keithley 2082A) while applying a DC current of 100 μA using a sourcemeter (Keithley 
6221). 
 
Micromagnetic Simulations: The micromagnetic simulation was carried out using a commercial 
Landau Lifschitz Gilbert (LLG) Micromagnetic Simulator.[39] We focus on simulating multilayer 
nanodots system which the top FM layer is dot structure with 400 nm diameter and the bottom FM 
layer is the square structure with 2 μm × 2 μm ×1 nm size. The cell size of all layers is 5 nm × 5 nm 
× 1nm. The material parameters used in this simulation were saturation magnetization: MFM = 1020 
emμ/cm3; exchange constant A= 1.05 μerg/cm; the PMA constant Ku= 7.6 × 106 erg/cm3; the interlayer 
exchange coupling between two FM layer across nonmagnetic layer, Jiec = -0.4 erg/cm2, negative 
value indicate antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange coupling. The MFM images are also simulated 
with different tip height to compare with experiments. 
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Figures 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Cross-sections of skyrmion spin textures along the radial directions in (a) single- and multi-layer 
magnetic thin films and (b) nanostructured SAF multilayers (the upper panel). The black/red arrows represent 
the up/down out-of-plane magnetization. The corresponding simulated MFM images of skyrmion in 
nanostructured SAF multilayers are shown in the lower panel of (b).  
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Figure 2. a) Measured room temperature MFM images of nanostructured SAF multilayer (diameters of top 
dots: 400 nm, 600 nm, 800 nm, 1000 nm, 1200 nm) at selected filed starting from positive saturation. b) 
Simulated M-H loop of nanostructured SAF multilayer with a top dot diameter of 400 nm. The insets show 
cross-sections of spin textures along the radial directions and the corresponding simulated MFM images at 
typical fields. Line cut along the dot radial direction of the (c) measured (as labelled by the dashed circle in 
(a)) and (d) simulated MFM images (as the inset at stage 4). e) Diagram of synthetic skyrmion configuration 
at stage 4 as labelled in (b). 
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Figure 3. a) Normalized out-of-plane M-H loop of nanostructured SAF multilayer with a top dot diameter of 
400 nm measured by Kerr microscopy at room temperature. Insert (left) is the SEM image of nanostructured 
SAF multilayer with a two-dimensional arrangement of the top 400 nm dot in a square lattice. Insert (right) is 
the schematic of one unit cell. b) Normalized anomalous Hall resistance loops of cross-structured SAF 
multilayer with a top dot diameter of 400 nm by magnetoresistance measurement. Inset is the SEM image of 
the Hall bar. The minor loops of normalized out-of-plane magnetization and anomalous Hall resistance are 
shown in (c) and (d). Blue line indicates the major loops and insets are the corresponding spin textures at the 
selected reversal fields HR. 
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Figure 4. a) Normalized out-of-plane M-H loops of nanostructured SAF films with top dots of various 
diameters measured by MOKE at RT. b) Normalized RAHE loops of structured SAF films with top dots of 
various diameters measured by magnetoresistance transport. 
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Figure 5. a) Fraction of the measured anomalous hall loops of nanostructured SAF film with a top dot of 
diameter 400nm at various temperatures. b) Field-temperature phase diagrams nanostructured SAF film with 
a top dot of diameter 400 nm derived from the MFM measurements. The phase diagram represents three 
different phases: Reversal phase (skyrmion size is equal to the physical size of the top dot), Skyrmion phase 
(skyrmion size is smaller than the physical size of the top dot), and Saturation phase (saturated along external 
field). Insets are the cross-sections of spin textures along the top dot radial directions. Low-temperature MFM 
images measured at c) 4.5 K, d) 100 K, and e) 200 K for the top dots with diameters of 400 nm, 600 nm, and 
800 nm, respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
